Target 550 streamliner co-owner Marlo Treit, opines on the 2016 racing season:
“I congratulate the associations and volunteers who did
their very best to “turn a sow’s ear into a silk purse,” but
their efforts were not rewarded. Salt flats racing it is
the pinnacle for the "hot rodder".
“There is a spirit of “we are all doing this because we love it"
atmosphere, and that is what makes it great. That spirit still
lives on but the vast salt flats that made “your personal
best” a place to test humans and humans have destroyed
machines.
No association can replace the millions of tons of material
that is gone. The lack of salt crust material limits the speeds,
and diminishes the safety for the competitors. The
participants that returned to run upon the “great white
dyno” found the track surface brutal on equipment. Highspeed machines were placed in dangerous situations, as
there was limited traction and very short stopping distances.
Many cars were never unloaded from their trailers as surface
was deemed NOT viable for record speeds.”

Target 550 Team Testing Report: No Answers, Just Facts and More Questions
Sometimes the test is not about the machine but a test of the integrity and stamina of the
crew. We have been blessed with some new help that energizes the current crew and is a real asset
as well. Thanks Randy and Tom and Jim.
It is common knowledge that all new pieces of equipment have to go through a series of tests to
locate and evaluate the quirks. However, never in 50 years of land speed racing did we have to
make such massive changes to the normal “user friendly” parts that have been the standard of the
industry for years.
The salt surface that we are now faced with operating our equipment upon
can metaphorically compared to playing championship golf on a horse pasture. This salt is brutal
and unforgiving on the equipment.
This in turn, puts huge amounts of pressure on the crew to continue to make changes, or repairs to
things that have been “just fine” in the past. It truly tests the inner fiber and tenacity of the crew,
driver, and owner.

Incredulously, in less than one racing season we have damaged or destroyed:
1. Nine drag chutes completely destroyed in four runs due to the salt crystals being hard enough
now to penetrate the nylon chutes;
2. Three transmission output shafts twisted off;
3. Two tires that just had the surface disappear;
4. Two lay shafts sheared in the drive units;
5. Six side shafts (that withstand repeated use in professional drag race funny cars) twisted
beyond use.
The data that is available to us today via GPS and an on-board RacePac show us exactly when and
how the parts fail. It has NOTHING to do with anything but the uneven, rutted, and sink holes in the
surface.
In the past, vehicles left black tire marks on the salt surface, but now a vehicle leaving the starting
line digs a trench in the mush that the next car must navigate through — ditches and sink holes. The
course preparation drags fill the sinkholes, but there is no bonding agent in the salt to make it
other than loose salt in pot holes. The next vehicle just pushes the loose salt out and the following
vehicle drops down into the ditch and bounces out. We will have to become “off road" salt flats
racers.
Our data shows that the one drive shaft broke after a surge in RPM. (car left the ground) and then,
since all the power is now transferred to the other end of the car, one more oscillation and rpm
spike killed the other drive shaft. This occurred 7/10ths of a second apart and only a 1/4 of a
mile from the starting line.
The major part of the equipment that usually requires some attention, the engines, have not even
had a spark plug change in the last two outings.
Twelve days on the road pulling trailers and monitoring tires, water temps, transmission oil temps
and the dehydration of the crew going over the mountains always in the heat of the day. The stress
level is high now and with success in testing just a few percent away and a set of chutes that have
never left the chutes tubes, we are still at square ONE of the game.
The twisted parts are going to the machine shop to evaluate the damage with proper
testing equipment.
On our third full run, the car ran 385 mph, and the driver had to turn off the course at 200 mph as
the dike was looming in the windshield. The chutes were shredded.

